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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this observational study was to

investigate the English language practices of regular
content classrooms with Limited Proficiency in English
(LPE) and non-LPE students at the elementary grade
Ievels in Manitoba schools. It compared the frequency
of verbal interactions, the frequency of various types
of verbal interactions (instructional, managerial,
disciplinary, and miscellaneous), the frequency of
brief and extended verbal interactions the teacher had
with LPE and non-LPE students, and the amount of talk
the teacher had with the amount of tPE and non-LPE
student talk.
Ten teaehers, teaching grades 2,3, or 4, were
audiotaped for 45 to 55 minutes while conducting a
l-esson in the content subjects- The audiotapes were
transcribed, coded, and analyzed. T-tests r^rere
calculated to determine the significance of the mean
differences of the various interactions.
On the basis of the findings and the limitations
imposed by the study, results indicated that:
1. There was no signíficant difference in the
freguency with which teachers interacted with LPE and
non-LPE students, at .05 leve1.
2. There were no significant differences in the
types of interactions that teachers used with LPE and
non-LPE students ât, .05 IeveI.

3. There was no significant d.ifference in the
rength of ínteractions that teachers used. with LpE and
non-LPE students, ât .0S Ievel.
group of ten teachers had more directed
interactions than non-dírected. interactions with their
4. The

students.

5. A1t the teachers used more T-units than their
students

-

6. There vras no significant difference in the mean
number of r-units used by LpE and non-LEp students, at
.05 level.
concl-usions made from these resur-ts were that
teachers d.id not differ significantly in the frequency,

type, or length of interactíons they had with LpE and
non-LPE students, that teachers talk more j-n class than
their students, and that there is no significant
difference in the amount of tark of LpE and non-LpE
students.

results do not concur with those found in a
simirar study by schinke-Lrano, in the u.s.A. Manitoba
teachers interact moïe with their tpE and non-LpE
students than the American teachers. Arthough Manitoba
teachers had more interacti-ons with their students than
the teachers in the American study, the rarge amount of
teacher talk compared to student tal-k suggests that
students in Manitoba are not tal-king enough to
faciLitate language learning.
These

J-
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Chapter

One

INTRODUCT]ON

Eachglound of_SlUd¿

A conservative estimate places the number of
limited proficiencv in Engrísh (LpE) students in
Manitoba R-72 schools at over 2,000 (Manitoba

Education, 1986). These are students whose home
language is not English and who have diffículty in the
schoor system because of their row proficiency in

English- Many of these students are enrorled in
regular Engl-ish content crassrooms and may or may not
receive ESL support.
since almost all LpE students sooner or rater
arrive in the regular classroom, what are some of the
characteristi.cs of LpE student education in Manitoba in
the regular crassroom, specificalry in the regurar
content classroom?

of examining this would be to study the
discourse interaction in the reguJ-ar crassroom that has
both LPE and non-LpE students. rn searching the
literature, no research has. been done on this question
in Manitoba- only one study has been done elsewhere on
this specific question, a stud.y conducted. by
One way

schinke-Lrano (1983) in the chicago area in the united.

L

states.

The findings of this study are interesting

in

that they looked at regular content classrooms with LpE
and non-LPE students, but they did not deal with the
canadian situation

much less the Manitoba context. The

present research is designed to add more ínformation
about the education of tPE students in the regular
crassroom, and specificarry

about the education of

LpE

students in Manítoba.
Statgment oflhg._Brqþteu
The purpose of this study was to investigate the

English language practices of regular content
classroorns with LPE and non-LPE students at the

elementary grade l-evels in Manitoba school_s. It
compared:

) the frequency of verbal interactions the
teacher directed at LPE and non-LPE students;
1

2) the frequency of various functional types of
verbal interactions, i.e. instructional,
managerial
lesson, managerial c1ass, disciplinary,
and
miscellaneous, (Schinke-Llano, lgBS) the teacher
directed at LPE and non-LPE students,
) the f requ.ency of brief and extended verbal
interactions the teacher directed at LPE and non-LpE
3

students,

3

4) the overall directed and nondirected
interaction
5

of the teacher with students,

) the amount of teacher talk

amount of student talk,

cc,mpared.

to the

ancl

) the amount of tPE student talk compared to the
amount of non-LPE student talk.
6

Signif icance of_!he_Study
Little

research has been done in Manitoba in the

area of LPE education in tÌre regular classroom.

As

most LPE students spend varyi.ng amounts of time in

these classrooms, moïe information concerning the
dynamics of these classrooms needs to be known. This

study is an attempt to obtain some information about
the teacher verbal interactions with LPE and non-LPE
students in the regular classroom.
Once thís kind of desc::iptive information has been

gathered from multicultural
examined in the light

language learning.

classrooms, it can be

of the current theories on second

Where does comprehensible input

(Krashen, 1982) and interactive
1986

) fit

language use (Rivers,

into the rnulticultural

there at all,

classroom? fs it

too much, too little?

This study is a first

step ín the research of

regular classrooms with LPE students in Manitoba.
Further research will need to be done in aIl aspects of

T

LPE student education, for exampre, tire interpretation

of classroom interactions

in terms of their quarity

and

effectiveness for optimal language development; the
quantity of input that wil-l_ promote language J_earning;
and the achievement of tPE students in regular
classrooms, ESL classrooms, and bilinguar cr-assrooms.
BEqqEDqEE

The subjects were ten reguJ-ar cLassroom teachers

and their

students from a winnipeg school division.
The teachers taught grades 2, 3, or 4, and each cl_ass

contaíned botir LPE and non-LPE students.
Each teacher and hisr/her class was audiotaped in

the crassroom during the course of a lesson in content
subjects (mathematics, science, health, social studies,
physicar education). Each teacher was audiotaped for a
total

of between 45 and 55 minutes.

The researcher

remained in the classroom while the 1esson

was

conducted and took notes concerning the interactions to
help in the detailed analysis to be done later.
The

teachers had been previously informed that observations
concerning murticultural classroom language were being
conducted. The aud.iotapes of crassroom interaction
were transcribed, coded, and analyzed including a
t-test

of the significance

of mean differences.

The

study focused on three aspects of teacher and student

interaction--direction,

type, and length of

i-nteraction.

other analyses idncluded directed versus
nondirected interaction, the quantity of teacher tark,
and the quantity of student ta1k.
DEFINITION

OF TE&MË

INTERAçIION=

speakers on

a

An interaction

response,

and

An j-nteraction consists of turns taken by
particul-ar topic (Schinke-Llano, 1983).
may consist of an inítiation,

a

optiorral f eedback.

L$NQIE_QI_INIEEAQTIQN- Lensth

of interaction refers to

the number of turns for each speaker per interactíon.
An interaction of one turn for each speaker is
considered brief;

and interaction

of two oï more turns

for each speaker is considered extended (schínke-L1ano,
1983 )

.

IYPE (FUNCTION'I OF INTEE¿ÇT.LQN-_ Type or function of

interaction

refers to how the interaction

the teacher or the student.

is used by

There were five functional

categories examined: instructional,

managerial lesson,

managerial class, disciplinary,
and miscellaïteous
(Schinke-LIano, 1983). Each of these functional
categories is defined in Chapter

3.

o

T-UNIT: The T-unit in thís study is the same as the one
devised by Hunt (1965). The minimal terminabl_e unit

(T-unit) consists of "one main clause expanded at
of many different points by structures that aïe
modifiers or comprements or substitutes for words
the main clause. "(Hunt, 1965).

any

i-n

LPE-eg LEP S![ÐENT9: An LPE student

in this study is an
immigrant child whose first language is not English and
has been in Canadian schools for 2 years oï less. It
also includes some Canadian children whose home
'language is not English who qualify for- special ESL
support according to Manítoba Education guidelines
(Manitoba Education, 1986)
The LPE student designation used in Manitoba is
simílar to the tEP (Limited English ProficÍency)
designation used by Schinke-Llano (1983) in her
.

American study.
The procedure and

the definition of terms are
discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.
LÏMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

The l-imitations of the study include a small
sample size, a non-random sample, a limited

observational time, and the experimenter's ínfruence by
her presence in the classrooms. These limitations d.o

i
not negate the study's importance.

It is important

because this type of study has not been d.one anywhere

else in Manitoba or Canada, it asks many interesting
questions concerning LPE student education in Manitoba,
and it gives examples of interactions
happening in Manitoba school-s

that are

-

The study looked at only ten teachers and their
crassrooms in three different

division.

schools within one schoof

The teachers and crassrooms were not chosen

randomry but from a sel-ected list

of school principars

who agreed to the experimenter's presence in their

schools. since the study took place towards the end of
the school year, many principals were reluctant to
participate in any study that they felt would interfer
with class productivity.
The teachers and classrooms were only observed

once and for a limited time, a lesson períod. of 45 to
55 mínutes- The experimenter sat in on the cl-asses

as

they were in progress; this could possibly have
affected both the teachers' and students' natural
interactions

but the experimenter did not feel- she had
disrupted the class or that the students or teachers
interacted differently

because she was in the class.

Although limitations

of the study do not all_ow
the results to be generalízed to all teachers in
regular classrooms with LPE students in Manitoba or

B

ersewhere, resurts obtained from this study raise
interesting questions concerning teachers verbal

some

ínteractions in regurar content classrooms with LpE and
non-LPE students.

Chapter

Two

REVIEW OF THE TITERATURE
INTRODUCTION

This chapter reviews some of the recent l-iterature
on the education of minority students in canada and the
United States, ês well as programs for preserving
heritage ranguages. rt rooks at the education policies
and programs for Limited Proficiency in English
students in Manítoba and within different school
dívisions. /
The chapter reviews several second language

acquisition theories and some related research studies.
It revíews the current research in the area of
classroom interactÍon as it rerates to the education of
minority students in the regular classroom. It also
examínes in some detair the interaction study conducted
by Schinke-Llano in regular content classrooms with
both LPE and non-LPE students.
The literature search was obtained by conducting
an ERIC search using Current fndex to Journals in
Education and Resources in Education to June 1gBB, a
search into the canadian Education rndex to June 1gBB,
and by contactíng several education leaders and
researchers

-
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EDUCATION OF MINORITY STUDENTS

IN

CANADA AND THE USA

Although prior to 1916 bilingual_ education was
arive in Manitoba (l{ilson & Gregor , Lgg4) , a l-ong held.

policy for the education of immigrant chil_dren in
Manitoba and canada has been termed submersion by cohen
& Swain (1976). Submersion refers to the "sink or
swim" approach where no adjustments are made in the
school program to take into account the mínority
child's cultural and Iinguistic differences. This
approach refl-ects the education of minority students
throughout most of this century.
In L|TL with the
adoption of the federal government policy of
"multiculturalism within a bilíngual framework,,, aII
ethnic groups rlere encouraged to enrich Canadian
society by continuing to develop their unique cultures.
The provincial educational authoritíes in some
provinces have responded to this policy with the
implementation of heritage language programs (cummins,
1981 )

.

heritage language programs differ according to
the amount of time in which the heritage language is
used. Bí1ingual pllograms, in which the heritage
Ianguage is used for 50 percent of the school day, are
offered in Alberta, Manitoba, and -saskatchewan.
Programs which teach heritage J-anguages for B0 minutes
The

11

a school day are offered ín euebec and Manítoba.
ontario offers heritage language teaching after the
regular school day (Cummins, 1gB1).
The canadian heritage language educatiorr programs

are' in generar, for the education of Engrish speaking
students who wish to learn the language and cul_ture of
their heritage ranguage. These programs are not aimed
at the retention of the language and culture of
minority students whire they rearn to speak English;
they do not reflect the philosophy that the education
in the child's first or home language will help the
chifd gain access to the majority language, either
English or French.
There are three basic types of ESL programs in
canada to help the new immigrant chird rearn English:
reception classes, total integration, and wi-thdrawa]
classes. A reception crass consists of students who
require intensive Englísh language training from a
teacher trained in the area of ranguage d.everopment.
The students remain in the reception class fu]I-time,
but as their fruency in English develops, they may be
placed in certain subject classes where the demands for
Engrish competency are low. The total integration
programs place the chíId immediately into a regurar
crass at or berow his/her grade leveÌ. The teacher may
or may not have experience deal-ing with
I

L2

non-Englísh-speaking students. The withdrawar classes
provide support to the immigrant child in learning
English and in becomeing part of the school system.
There are three types of withdrawal classes: the
half-day crass; withdrawar crass-itinerant teacher; and.
withdrawal cLass-school--based teacher. rn the harf-day
cIass, the chird. spends half the day in ESL cl-asses and.
half the day in hisrzher homeroom. In withdrawal_
classes with itinerant teachers, students aïe
withdrawan from the regular. cLasses for set periods a
week. The teacher travers from schoor to schoor. rn

withdrawal classes with school_-based teachers, the
students are withdrawn from the regular crasses for set
periods, but they might have to travel to a different
school to where the teacher is located (Ashworth,
1e75 )

.

The philosophy that education in the child, s
language will help the child gain access to the

home

majoríty language underl-ies the bilingual approach to
the teaching of Limited Proficiency in Engrish students
used in some schools ín the states of Massachusetts,
Texas, New Mexico, fllinois,
Nçw york, and California
i-n the United States (Fillmore & Valad.ez, 1986). Some
educators berieve that the teaching of the first or
home language will help non-English speakers gain

facility

in English (Cardenas and Card.enas, IgT2;

13

SaviIIe and Troike, L97L; TESOL, 1gZ6; U.S. Commission
on Civil Rights, 1975, Cummi_ns, 1gB1). Tn this
biringuar approach, the LPE student is taught partly in
Bnglish and partly in the language spoken ín the
(Fillrnore & Valadez, 1986). There are several

home

bilingual

model-s. rn the "Majority Language Biringua]
Immersion" progïam, the teachers are bílingual, the
instruction

is modified, and first

promoted.

The first

language literacy

is

language is used for a small

percentage of the day, approximately one hour a day.
ïn the "Minority Language Bilingua1 Immersion" b0

percent of the day is spent in the using the first
language of the students, while the rest of the day is
spent in a classroom where Eng1ísh is the medium of
instruction

(cummins, 1gB1). A third type of bilingual
program called the "transitional
bilingual', program

offers students dual language instruction but onl_y
untiL they have acquíred enough English to cope with
instruction

in that language exclusivery (Firrmore

&

Valadez, 1986).
While Manitoba has several bíIingua1 heritage
second language programs taught in the pubric schoor,
these programs are intended to preserve the heritage

language, not as a foundation for the English
development of LPE students.

Armost arl tpE students

receive monolingual English language education.

74

The mainstreaming of LpE students into regular
cl-assrooms was proposed by the Manitoba Department

of

Education as early as 1gZ5 (Manitoba Education,
1g7b)
for the clevelopment of language instruction and social
rel-ationships ' This exposure shourd be in a variety
of language si-tuations - To successf urry deverop sociar_
relationships, it is felt that students should be
placed with their peers, who share similar interests,
and are at simirar revers of maturity an. d,everopment
(Manitoba Education, 1gB4; Manitoba Educati_on
1gg1)-

Mainstreaming is supported by Krashen,s (1982) language
aquisition theory. Tn this theory, language

acquisition

is a subconscious process by which peopre
acquire a language, (first or second.), not by learning
the rures of the ranguage but by using the language
for
communicative purposes A language cannot be acquired
unless the learner is exposed. to a l-arge quantity of
comprehensible input that is roughly-tuned to his/her
rever of language abílity.
The rearner must focus
the meaning of the message not on its form. LpE
students mainstreamed into a mathematics crass, for
example, will

on

focus on the mathematical computations to
derive the meaning of the lesson, not on the gïammar
rules of the Englísh. By focusing on meaning, the
studeúts wirr eventuarly internarize the grammatical
rules.

15

In Manitoba, students with no English a¡e enrolled
in an ESL program with students of the same age at the
neighbourhood. school if it offers such a pïogram. As
soon as possible, attempts are made to accommodate the
LPE student within the regular school program at the
appropriate age,/grade l-evel. Language assistance and
academic upgrading are offered in addition to, or in
place of, regular programs so that stuclents move from
one grade to the next alongside their peers. The
objective of this approach is to make it possible for
students to cope with their regular classes, which are
taught in English, by helping them learn the language
Ín which they are being instructed (Manitoba Education,
1984; Manitoba Education, 1981).
Immigrant Student Support was first

introduced in

to enhance the language development programs in
K-tZ for immigrants and refugees. Since then, the
funding has been expanded to incl,ude canadian students
who have not attended school_ in Canada, Canad j-an born
students in K-2 who come from homes where English is
seldom spoken, and Hutterian students (Manitoba
1981

Education, 1986).
There is variation amongst school divisions as to

policies are implemented. Some
school divisions employ professional and support staff
to offer programs within the school setting, either by
how these Education

16

withdrawing the students for certain periods of time
(Agassiz School Division No. 13, I?BT; Assiniboine
South School Division No. 3, tgBT; Brandon School

Division No. 40, 1987; Pine Creek School Division No.
30, 1987; School District of Mystery Lake No. ZBS5,
1987; Winnipeg School Division No- 1, 1gB7), or by

creating an ESL class for those with a limited
proficiency in English (Seven Oaks School Divisíon

No.

10, 1987; Winnipeg School Division No. 1, 198Z). These
programs are supplied with instructional- and resource
materials. Other school divisons contract out the
delivery of ESL programs; the students leave the school
to attend these classes (School District of Mystery
Lake No- 2355, 1987). School divisions that do not
offer appropriate ESL programs of instruction in the
City of Winnipeg send their students to Winnipeg School
Division No. 1 for ESL education (Assiniboine South
School Division No. 3, 1987; St. James-Assiniboia
School Divísion No. 2, 1987).
RECENT THEORIES AND RESEARCH TN SECOND LANGUAGE
DEVELOPL}ÍENT

Current Second Language Acquisition theories have
Iooked at the way learners acquire language. Krashen,s
input hypothesis argues that learners acquire language

t7

by understanding language that contains structures that
are a little
beyond their current competence level.
ïn order for language to develop, there must be enough
comprehensible input provided to the learner_ There
are some ways in which the input can be made more
comprehensible to the learner, linguisticaltly
and
non-ringuistically.
can be sinplified

The input used with new rearners

J-inguistically

with clear articulation,

by speaking srower

and

by using hígh frequency

vocabulary with fewer idioms and slang than in native
speech, and by using syntactic simplicfication
and
shorter sentences (Hatch , tglg). The input shoul-d
at about the learner's current level of linguistic

be

competence, and should be concerned with what is

happening in the environment surrounding the learner
(Krashen, 1982).

At the non-linguistic

Ievel, it is also important

to lower the student's affective

filter.

Some

affective

variables that relate to success in second
language aquisítion are motivation, self-confidence,
and anxíety- The affective

filter

must be kept low in

order for the learner to be receptive to the
comprehensible input whích should be of interest

and

use to her or him (Krashen, Lg82).

Rivers does not accept the idea that students
acceptance of comprehensible input, without attempts at

1B

production for some time, arlows for ranguage learníng.
She argues that for language to dewelop, the learner
must interact with and manipulate the 1anguage.

The

learning is enhanced when language is used to convey
and. receive authentic messages that contain information
of interest to the speaker and the listener

in

a

situation

of importance to them both. The interactions
are not just between the teacher and the student, but

with ferlow students and with native speakers of the
language. She argues that a teacher dominated
classroom does not encourage effective,

multi-dimensional interactions

(Rivers, 1g86).

has looked into the Second Language
Research concerning the education of mi-nority children.
Cummins

He has found that the promotion of a minority child, s

L1 proficiency

proficiency
instructíon
skills

does not detract from the development of

in L2. The use of L1 as a language of
builds on the linguistic and inte]lectual

that the child brings to school.

The concepts

and knowledge that are developed in L1 can be

transfered to LZ if the child is given appropriate
exposure to L2 (Cummins, 1981).

has also investigated the assumption that
minority students acquire profíciency in English withín
Cummins

about two years of arrival

into the host country.

He

found that a considerably longer time, 5 to T years, is

19

Tequired to learn sufficient

English to perform at the

same level in academic tasks as native English speakers

than is required to converse fluently
situations

in face-to-face

(Cummins, 1984 ) .

ÏNTERACTION STUDIES

IN

MULTICULTURAT SETTINGS

studies have investigated the interaction between
school personner and members of various ethnic minority
groups. One such study found that because the
"display" or "known ínformation" questions used by
white middle class teachers in school were not usecl in
the homes of black children, these chirdren responded
inappropriately or not at all to these questíons in
schoor. Teachers not aware of the difference of styres
of learning often developed. negative expectations of
the child.ren's future performance (Heath , LgTg).
Similiar observations have been made of Hawaiian
children (Boggs L972; Au and Jordan 1gB1), and. various
North American rndian groups (Dumont lgrz; Erickson and
Mohatt, 1979; John, L972; PhiIips, LgTZ).
Reseachers have found teachers to have prejudiced

perceptions of ethnic minorites based on their speech
style, accent¡ or dialect (Laosa, 1g7g). A study by

the U.S. Commíssion on Civit Rights (1923) of
Mexican-American and Anglo chil-dren in the southwest
United States, found that teachers praised Anglo
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children mo.re frequently,

used their

ideas or

contributions more often, and dírected more questions
at them. They also found that Anglo children spoke
more frequently in the classroom than did

Mexican-Americans. Similiar

f indings \^rere recorded by

Laosa (1979) in his work with Chicano children in Los

Angeles, and by Katz (1973) in mixed white and black
classrooms. KaLz f ound not c,nly that white children
initiated

more talk than theír black classmates, but

that the teachers encouraged this trend rather than
equalized participation.
This trend of unequal
participation

was reported by Rubovits and Maehr (1923)

with teacher trainees as werr.

This unequar treatment

of certain minority students has been labelled the
cushioning effect (Bailey and Galvan , LgTg) where
teachers do not force academically weak students to
respond to questions.
Studies done on teacher expectations of children
have found that white teachers treated black male
children as more deviant than white male children
(Eaves, 1975). Rubovíts and Maehr (L973) found that
teachers gave more attentíon and praise to white
students than black students. Hillman and Davenport
(1978) found that both black and white teachers
interacted more with brack students and mare students
than wíth white students or female students. However,

D1

the attention to black students were in categories such
as receiving more criticisms, receiving l-ess acceptance
of a student's question or response, and receiving more
behavior-controlling

questions from the teachers
Simpson and Erickson (1g83) also studied the
-

interaction

of black and white teachers with mare
female students. They found that white teachers

and

exhibited greater differences in their treatment of
mare and femare students than bl-ack teachers did. The
white teachers gave more praise, verbal criticísm,
verbal neutral, nonverbal praise, and nonverbar neutral
behavior to males than to females.
that males, overall,

They al_so found

received more positive

and

negative teacher behavíors on both verbal and nonverbal
levels (Simpson and Erickson, 1gB3).
A study by Cornbleth and Korth (1980) investigated
white teachers' percepti-ons of their black, male and
female, students and their white, male and female,
students.

The teachers rated white students higher

than black students in terms of cl-assroom behavior and
potentiar achievement. white students were rated as
more effícient,

organized, reserved, industrious,

preasant, whire black students were considered as
outgoing and outspoken.

and
more

A study by Budd Rowe (1969, tg7í) looked at the
wait-time following teachers' questÍ-ons and the quality

>t

and quantity of students' responses. students who were
perceived by the teacher to be academically poor were

given less wait-time than those perceived as
academically hish. she found that when the wait-time
was increased the quantity and quality of responses to
questions as well as unsol-icited responses increased

for both academically poor and good students. This
study did not fook at ethnic minorities, but many
students are perceived as academicarry poor according
to their ethnicity.
A study by Schinke-Ll-ano (1983) Iooked at the
quality and quantity of interactions addressed to
Limited English-Proficient students (LEp)in comparison
with those addressed to non-LEP students in regurar
content classrooms- Non-LEP students were found to
receive more interactions than LEP students. Non-LEp
students' interactíons covered a1r types of ínteraction
(instructional, manageriar lesson, managerial class,
disciplinary, and miscellaneous) with the majority
being of the instructional type. tEP students receíved
interactions mainly in the first three types, with
almost two-thirds of the interactions of the managerial
type ,
On the other hand, in a study by Natreifj-o and
Dornbush (1983), the above differences in treatment of
minority children and white chíldren T^rere not found.
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They found that teacher behavior was more affected by

student behavior than by student characteristics.
They
found that stud.ent characteristics reast- rerated to
school performance, race and sex, had no signífícant
effect on teacher standards or teacher warmth.
Except for the Natreil-lo and Dornbush study,
studies indicate a trend that minorities and LpE
students do not receive as much interaction with the
teacher as do English/Anglo students. This trend seems
contrary to Krashen's second language principle that
large quantities of comprehensible input in a low
affective

filter

envi-ronment are most conducive for

language acquisition

(Krashen, 1gB2) and to Rivers,
idea of the interactive classroom where students and
teachers shourd be interacting
(Rivers, 1986).

as much as possible

should mainstreaming LPE students be discontinued
because of the lack of student/teacher interaction, or
can the student,/teacher interaction

increased in ways that will

be modifíed

be more in line with

and
mod.ern

theory on second language development?
Although these questions need to be answered, êt
this point there is no way to formul-ate an informed
repry to these questions because suffi cient study of
regular classrooms with LPE students has not, as yet
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been compreted. onry one study has been conducted in

this area, and that is the one by schinke-L1ano

(1983)

REGULAR CLASSROOMS WITH LEP STUDENTS

In her 1983 study Schinke-Ll_ano looked at the
ringuistic environment experienced by LEP students in
all-Engl-ish content crasses. ALl the LEP students in
the classrooms wel:e Spanish-speaking, participating
a bilingual

in

program established in a large town in the

Chicago area.

As in all bilingual

programs in the

united states these students weïe taught part of the
time in their home language, Spanish, and part of the
time in English.
The study was conducted over a six-week period at

the end of the acad.emic year.

The subjects vrere twerve

monolingual English-speaking teachers situated in four
different schools. Four taught fifth grade, four taught
sixth grade, and four taught fifthrzsixth
combination classes.

grade

The teachers were informed that

observatíons concerning classroom language were being
conducted, and that the observations could not take
place unless the LEP students were in the classroom.
The teachers welle audio-taped for one hour during a
content lesson, such as science, mathematics¡ or social
studies. The audio-tapes were then transcribed in
preparation for coding and analysís.
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The teachers' interactions

with LEp and non-LEp

students were looked at in terms of the control of the
interaction (directed or nondirected), the type of
ínteraction (instructional-, managerial-, disciplinary,
miscellaneous), and the length of the interactions
(brief or extended).
Examination of the direction

of the interaction

showed that each non-LEP student was interacted with an

average of 4.6 times per hour, while each LEp student
blas interacted with only 2.5 times per hour. rn terms
of percentages, non-LEP students who represented. gz.z%

of the total numbe¡ of students received gs.6% of the
interactions, while LEP students who represented r -g%
of the population, received only 4.4% of the
interactions.
Study of the types of interactions

showed that

non-LEP students received 64.g% of the instructional

interactions,

while LEP students received. only 3g.1% of
the interactions that r^rere instructionar.
on the other
hand, non-LEP students received only 2T -7% of the
managerial interactions,

while 60.g% of the

i¡rteractions to tEP students were manageriar. That is
nearry two-thirds of the interactions with the non-LEp
students were instructional-,
of the interactions

while

nearly two-thirds

with LEP students were manageri-ar.
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Analysis of the length of interactions (brief or
extended) díd not show a significant difference in the
treatment of LEP and non-LEP students. It did,
however, show a trend that as the type of interaction
becomes more comprex, -instructionar
interactions seen
as more complex than manageriar class interactions- the
difference in treatment of non-LEp and LEp students
became larger.

For example, non-LEp students had 34.8%
of the extended instructionar interactions, whire LEp
students had onry 21.7% of the extended instructional
interactions.
with manageriar resson ínteractions,
non-LEP students had 11.7% of the extended
ínteractions,

white LEP students had E.S% of the
extended interactions From the results

of her study, Schinke-L1ano

concludes that there is a significant

difference in the

way LEP and non-LEP students are treated by teachers-

But rooking at the teachers individuarry rather than
a group, the results show that some teachers did not
show any differential

treatment of their students-

as

Her

possible explanations for this are the impact of the
researcher, the d.iscussions about the study by the
teachers beforehand, and/or the personality of one of
the LEP students (one of the LEP students initiated
interaction
LEP

with the teacher more often than the other

students). rt is tikery that the

sampre

size of rz

\ry
tt

teachers is too small to adequatery rewear the true
picture of how teachers treat LEP students. she does
not telr us exactÌy how the L2 teachers were chosen for
the study, so it is possible that the sample was
biased.

schinke-Llano broadly interprets her resufts to be
indicative of al-I tEP students in a regular crassroom
situation.

However, it ís possible that given

cL

different

context, the sorts of resul-ts she obtainecl
might be different.
Further study with different
popuJ-ations is necessary to see whether her conclusions

can be substantiated.
The present study also looks at the teacher

interaction

in regurar content crassrooms with LEp
non-LEP students. However, the studíes are quíte
different

in other respects.

bilingual

program comparable to that of the United.

and

Manitoba does not have

a

states.

Manitoba LPE students are made a part of the
regular classroom as quickly as possible, and on

occasion pui-Ied out of this regular crassroom for ESL
instruction.
This pullout can be for as little
as half
an hour to as much as the fulI morning or afternoon.
The tPE students are considered to be as much a part of

the regular classroom as the non-LpE students.
What does the data show concerni_ng teachers in

regular classrooms with LPE and non-LpE students in
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Manitoba (in one school division)?
Do the results
concur with those obtainecl by Schinke-Ll_ano in her
study? What might the results of this study mean to
LPE education in Manitoba? These questions are
addressed in subsequent chapters.

to

Chapter Three
PROCEDURE AND METHODOLOGY

This study looked at teacher interaction with LpE
and non-LPE students- The focus on teacher interaction
was fert to be important because of the imprications
from second. language learning theories. orr* of these
theories, put forth bv Krashen (1g8z) carred. the "rnput
Hypothesis", says that comprehensíbIe input, roughly at
the level of understanding of the student, will
facilitate language acquisition. The input is better
understood when it focuses on a topíc of ínterest and
importance to the learner, such as the content of the
regular crassroom with his or her peers. Moreover,
Rivers ( 1986 ) stresses that facillty in a language
comes from sharing messages of importance to both
speaker and listener. she sees this interaction as
central to effective language learning.
Because the second language input and interaction
are seen as very important elements of language
learning, the question of whether tpE students in
regurar crassrooms receive sufficient and appropriate
i-nteractions with their teachers is an ímportant one?
This study looks at the overal-r frequency of teacher
interaction whether directed or nondirected., and. at the

JO

frequency of interaction

directed at LPE and non-LEp

stuclents in terms of the type
managerial, disciplinary,

(

instructional

and miscellaneous),

length (brief or extended) of interactions.

,

and

Also of

interest

is the amount of teacher tark compared. to the
amount the student ta1k.
The type of str-rdy done here was arr observatíonal_

study of teacher-student interactions
classroom setting.

It was felt

in a natural

that stud.ying actual_

crassrooms would provide some insight

into the quarity

of education in Manitoba classrooms.
The purpose of the study was to find information
concerning teacher interaction with LPE and non-LpE
students in the elementary c,ontent classroom in the
Manitoba context. As mentioned in Chapter Two, most
LPE students arrive

later.

in a regular classroom sooner or
They might be given additional ESL support

through pullout programs varying from one class a day
to a full morning or afternoon.
This study took place at the end of the school
year, and invol-ved students and teachers from a single
school division in winnipeg. The research department
of the schoor divisíon approached individual

schools

that had ESL programs at the Grade 3 and 4 levels to
find volunteers for the research study. The teachers
were then contacted from the schools that responded

1
f

positively.

fn accordance with the Faculty of
Eclucation Ethics Review guidelines for research
involving human subjects, teacher and student parental
wrítten permissions were obtained (See l_etters of
consent, Appendices A and B). The researcher told the
teachers that she was interested in taping a typical
class at the convenience of the teacher. A schedure

was

then set up to accomodate the teachers.
SUBJECTS

The subjects were ten regular classroom teachers
and their

students in three schoors within a winnipeg
school division.
(Table 1 shows the population of

nonLPE and LPE students in each class).

of these ten

teachers, seven were monolingual English speakers and
three were bilingual. Five of the teachers had not
taken any ESL workshops, three had taken ESL workshops,
one had taught ESL courses in Art, and one teacher did
not respond.
Half (fourteen) of the LPE students sat at the
back of the crassrooms. Eight sat at the front, either
at desks or tables, while three sat in the middle. one
of the classes was an art cl-ass in which the stud.ents
sat randomly at tables dispersed throughout the
classroom. Three of the classes were mathematics
classes, two were social studies classes, one r.ias a

eo

TABLE

1

STUDY PCIPULATION

LPE STUDENTS

TEACHER

NON_LPE STUDENTS

1

20

J

23

2

16

4

20

J

¿r

a
J

24

4

91

.)

,

o^
ta

5

1B

6

16

2

18

7

77

¿

19

I
I

¡>e

1

24

13

4

\7

10

2L

4

25

Sum

186

2B

274

Mean

18.

TOTAL

20

2.8

2L .4

science class, one was a math/science cl_ass, one was a
science/art class, and one was a mathematics/health
cLass

-

three third grade teachers, five fourth
grade teachers, two second/third grade teachers, and
one third/fourth grade teacher. Atl had classroom
popurations consisting of native speakers of English
and limited proficiency in English (LpE) students.
.

TheJre were
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The students identified as LpE students were from

a variety of backgrounds. of the tr.¡enty-seven students
identified, nine were from Víetnam, three from EI
salvador, three from the Phiripines, two from paraguay
(German speakers), one each f rom Chíl_e, China, Korea,
Yugoslavia, Greece, Nicaragua, South America,
Czechoslovakia, and Poland, âs weII as one native
canadian rndian. The school division had risted 52

different fírst ranguages used by the students who were
in ESL programs this year- The most frequent of these
were Tagalog or Fílipino, víetnamese, spanish, chinese,
Portugese, Polish, Lao, Punjabi, Cambodian, German, and
Tigrinya. Thus the twenty-seven LpE students in this
study were representatíve of this larger population.
The ESL programs varied from school to school.
rn some cases the ESL students weïe withd.rawn from the
class for harf a day for ESL instruction. rn other
cases the ESL students were withdrawn for a class
period at a time. But in arr the schoors, the students
were considered part of the class and participated in
all the activities that the other students did.
There was some confusion concerning the

designation of LPE students. Many of the teachers fert
that there Fere other students in their rooms who fit

this designation but were excluded because of the
guidelines. One teacher felt that the guidelines

vrere
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too rimiting

because two of

his top students were
designated as LPE students whire marry others who had
difficulty
in language development were not. The amount
of material- that the teachers fert the LpE students
understood. varied from 25% to Loo%. The teachers
indicated that some of their non-LPE students as welt
as their LPE students had language problems. One of
the teachers felt

that at l-east four of the non-LpE
students understood only 5o% of the material- discussed

in class. ft was decided that for the sake of this
study, the students identified by the school
administrators to attend ESL cl-asses would be the only
ones considered as LPE studentslEAçEIUEE

Each teacher and hisr/her cl-ass was audiotaped in

the crassroom while conducting a resson in a content
subject (mathematics, science, health, social studies
physical education, and art) for a totar of forty-five
to fifty-fiwe

minutes. The researcher remained in the
classroom whil-e the lesson was conducted and made
personal clarifying

notes concerning the speakers to
aid in the transcription and anarysis process rater.
The audiotapíngs for each teacher fluctuated.
between 45 and 55 minutes.

rt was decided that for the
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of comparisions, the raw data f rom each
classroom sessions be converted to represent 50 minutes
of i-nteraction. Raw scores that were tabulated over 5E
minutes were divided by 55 and then multiplied by 50 to
obtain a standard score for 50 minutes of interaction.
Raw scores that were taburated oveï 45 minutes were
divided bv 45 and then murtipried by so to obtain a
standarcl score for 50 minutes of interaction. The
analysis in the Results section are based on the
converted standard scores. (See Appendix C for raw
pr-trpose

data.

)

The sample populations of LpE students and non-LpE

students were not equal. Because of this, it was
decided that to make any meaningful comparísions the

of interactions of each teacher with each
LPE and non-LPE student wourd be used. For example in
Teacher one's classroom, the za non-LpE students had a
total of L34-75 interactions for s0 minutes. The mean
number of ínteractions for each non-LpE stud.ent per 50
minutes was 6.74 (734.75 interactions divided by zo
students). There were 3 tPE students with a total of
L7 ..42 interactions f or 50 minutes. The mean number of
interactions for each LPE student per 50 minutes was
5.81 (17.42 interactions divided by B students).
mean number

Coding

Jtr

In order to accurately codify and tabulate thje
interactíons, a written transcription of the audiotapes
was prepared by the researcher and arl associate.

rnteractions that did not relate to the class such as
students coming up and tarking into the taperecorder,
were not transcribed.
The transcriptions f^rere then
used to code and tabul-ate the freguency of the

interactions

accordj_ng to 1) direction

non-LPE), 2) function (instructional,

(LpE or
managerial

l-esson' managerial c1ass, disciplinary, miscelraneous),
3) rength (brief or extended), 4) and contror (directed
or non-dírected). An additional anarysis was made of
the frequency of T-units used by the teacher and.
students, and by LPE and non-LPE students. The
researcher used the notes made while she was ín the
class to crarify whether the interactions were directed
to LPE or non-LPE students. The interactions were
tabulated in the chart shown in Table
ïn this study, ârt interaction

Z-

consists of turns

taken by speakers on the same topic similar to sinclair
and Coulthard's (1975) level of discourse called an
exchange. The following is an exarnple of an exchange:
T: Oh, you're running already. How much time
do you need?
R: About 30 minutes.

JT

TABLE

2

TEACHER,/STUDENT ]NTERACTIONS

Directed

brief

extended

Non*directed

brief

extended

fnstructíonaL
LPE

NonLPE

Managerial Iesson
LPE

NonLPE

Managerial class
tPE

NonLPE

Disciplinary
tPE
NonLPE

Miscellaneous
LPE

NonLPE

The transcriptions of the interactions were first

coded

as being either directed or non-directed interactions.
A dírected interaction is characterized by the

teacher's interacting with a single student- A
non-directed interaction is characterÍzed by the
teachers interacting with several students or the
entire class. These interactíons were then coded
according to the length of the interaction. A brief
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interaction

consisted of an initiation,

response,

and

optionaL f eeclback. An example f oll_ows :
T: The only problem was while she was hidíng
there, she couldn,t stay there for very long
because what chased her out of the mountains?
Eric?
S: A bear.
T:

OK.

An extended interactíon

consisted of two or more
turns for each speaker (Schinke-Llano, 1gB3). An
example follows

Student: 2 put 2 and 00, put do1lar sign.
Teacher: Louder Kelly, I can, t hear you.
Student: You said how much, cents?
Taecher: f said $2 and BAc.
Student: Put the 80 er put the 0, I mean the
dot after the zero. Not the other uero.
Teacher: Put the dot after the?
Student: No, I mean put---before.
Teacher: OK. I think we,ve lost each other
here. fts not 2 hundred and 84.
Once the interactions

had been coded as to the

direction of the interactions
interactions,

and the length of the

the interactions

the functÍon of the interaction.

were coded according to
Five functions were
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considered, instructionaL,

managerial Iesson,

rnanagerial class, disciprinary,

instructional

interaction

elicits

information that is directly
the lesson.

arrd miscerlaneous -

An

or conveys

related to the content of

A manageriar resson interaction

conveys

information about the procedures of the l-esson. A
manager:ial class interaction conweys informatíon about
the procedures of the classroom situation.
Disciprinary nteractions aïe reprimands derivered to
the students concerning their behavior.
Miscellaneous
interactions are interactíons that do not fit into any
of the above categories.

They would incl_ude

interactions

such as asides or digressions
(Sehinke-Llano, 1983) .

Finally the ínteractions
whether the interactions

or non-LPE students.

were coded according to

were directed to LpE students

At this point the researcher

referred to the notes made during the crassroom taping.
After the interactions

had been coded, they were

tabulated on the chart shown in Tabre z. (see Appendix
D for codified transcription and tabulated. chart)
once the taburations had been compreted, the number of
interactions for each box was countedr ês werr as the

totar number of interactions

directed to LpE students

and non-LPE students, and the total

number of
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nondirected interactions.
interactions

The raw data for arr the

are in Appendix

D.

The codi-ng procedure was tested to ensure

consistency within the rater.

The researcher prepared.

herself using written transcripts
classroom interactions

of audio-taped

audio-taped previously.

The

researcher then coded a 10 minute audio-tape of
classroom interactions and tabulated the results in the
chart for Teacherr/Student Interactions.
The same 10
minute audio-tape of classroorn interactions was then
coded by the researcher the next day, and the resurts

of this coding were tabulated.

The intra-rater

agreement was tested on the two codings.

The spearman

"rho" procedure was used to gauge the reliability
the coding of classroom ínteractions.A reriabirity

of
of

0.988 was found-

Thís showed a high degree of
agreement between the codings of the transcripts.

rt

was concluded that the researcher could code arl the

transcripts

in a consistent manner.

ANALYSTS OF THE DATA

The data was analyzed under the three main

questions of study. The first

question asked whether

there was a difference in the frequency of verbal
interactions that the teacher had with LpE and non-LpE

11

students.

This question looked at the totar directed
interactions received by LPE and by non-LpE students
from their teachers. The second question asked whether
there was a difference in the frequency of the various
types of interactions that the teacher had with LpE and
non-LPE students. This question divided the total_
direct interactions

into five types of
interactions---instructional_,
managerial class,
managerial lesson, disciprinary, and. miscerraneous--for LPE and non-LPE students.

The third

question asked

whether there was a difference

brief

in the frequency of
(one turn each) and extended (two or more turns

each) verbal interactions

that the teacher had with

LpE

and non-LPE students-

Since this study is an exploratory study
concerning teacher interactíons with LpE and non-LpE
students, the data was looked at for trends and
patterns in the area of teacher/student interactions.
However, ín the end three null- hypotheses were tested-

T-tests were used to determine whether mean differences
were significant.
rn all cases, p( .0s was used as the
critical

walue.
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ETEAIEEgEg

Hypothesis 1:

There is no difference in the frequency

that teachers interact with non-LPE and LPE students.
Hypothesis 2:

There is no clifference in the frequerrcy

of various types of interactions

that teachers use with

non-LPE and LPE students-

Hypothesis 3:

There is no difference in the frequency

of brief and extended interactions

that teachers use

with non-LPE and LPE students
Additional ComparÍsion
Because of the definition

of interaction

used in

this study, it was judged necessary to do a further
comparision of the amount of teacher tal-k and student
tal-k. I.lhile interactions indicate the exchanges that
take place between teachers and students. They do not
indicate the amount of talk taking place within the
exchanges themselves.

ft was decided to count the

T-units used by the teachers and the students.
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Chapter Four
RESULTS

The question that was posed in this study was:
what are some of the characteristics of LpE student
education in Manitoba in the regular classroom,
specifically

in the regular content cl-assroom?
To ens\^rer in part this question, it was decided to
investigate the classroom language that exists in the
regular Engrish content classrooms with LpE and non-LpE
students at the elemenatry grade revers in Manitoba
schools. Three questions were proposed: 1) Is there a
difference in the frequency of verbar interactions
teachers have with LPE and non-LPE students? Z) Is
there a differerrce in the frequency of various types of
verbal interactions (instructional,
managerial,
disciprinary, miscellaneous) teachers have with LpE and
non-LPE students?

3)

Is there a difference in the

frequency of brief and extended verbal- interactions
teachers have with LPE and non-LPE students.
In order to answer the first

question the

forrowing nurl hypothesis was formulated. and tested
based on the data
Hypothesis

One

There is no difference in the frequency with
which teachers interact with LpE and non-LpE
students.
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Each interaction

was coded according to whether it

was directed or non-directed, and the directed

interactions

were coded as LPE or non-LpE. OnIy the

directed interactions
interactions

could be identified

as the

with LPE or non-LPE students.

number of directed interactions

per student

calcurated for each teacher for a fifty

The

mean

was

minute lesson.

These results are presented in Table 3.

There were some individual

teachers who seemed to

favor one group of students over the other_ Seven of
the ten teachers, Teachers l-, 2,3, S, 6, T, and 10,
had more directed interactions with non-LPE students
than with LPE students. Three of the ten teachers,
Teachers 4, 8, and g had more interactions with LpE
students than with non-LPE students.
Each LPE student was interacted with an averaeie of

4.4L interactions

per 50 minutes.

Each non-LpE student

was interacted with an average of 4.8s interactions

50 minutes.

per

The average non-LPE student was interacted

with more than the average LPE student.
A paired t*test was carried out to see whether
these differences were significant.
A paired "t" value
of 1.671 was obtained whiclt was not significant at
p=.05. The nulI hypothesís was not rejected. There
were no significant differences in the frequency with
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which teachers interacted with LPE and non-LpE
students.
TABTE 3.
NUMBER OF DIRECTED INTERACTIONS PER STUDENT PER 50
MTNUTES.
TEACHER

NON_LPE STUDENTS

1

6.74

o

2

LPE

STUDENTS
5. B1

.94

2

.50

2.10

0

.92

4

11. /1 Q
U.IU

f7 iD
I - JJ

5

5

.23

3.75

6

4.O3

3. 89

7

5.59

3.75

B

7. 30

B. 00

o

4.04

6.46

10

4.09

1.67

SUM

48 .54

44.08

4. 85

4.4L

MEAN

f,= 1.671

I
NS at p=.05

DF=

In order to answer the second question a
nuII hypothesis was formulated.

second.

1t,

Hypothesis

Two

There is no difference in the frequency of
various functional types of interactions that
teachers use with LPE and norr-LpE students.
The directed interactions
'$/ere further

coded LpE or non-LpE

coded instructional-,

managerial c1ass, disciplinary,

managerial lesson,
oï miscellaneous.

The

number of interacti-ons ín each function per student per

fifty

minutes was then cal-culated for each. teacher.
Table 4 shows the comparisions of interactions with

non-LPE and LPE students on each functional

type of

directed interaction.
There were individual

teacher on different

differences found for each

functionar types of interactions.

Nine ofthe teachers had instructionar
both LPE and non-LPE students.
instructional

ínteractions

interactions

Teacher 3 only

with

had.

with non-LPE students. Five

of the teachers, teachers 1, 2, G, T, and 10, did not
have any managerial lesson interactions with LpE
students-

onry two teachers, teachers z and 6, did not
have any managerial Lesson interactions wíth non-LpE
students.

Four teachers, 1, 3, G, and 10, did not have
any managerial class interactions with IPE students.
All- the teachers had managerial crass interactions with
non-LPE students but one teacher,s interactions,

teacher 3, were higher than the other teachers'
interactions at 2.og interactions per non-tpE student
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per 50 minutes, compared to the next highest.
interactiorr at 1.31. Four teachers, 2, S, 6, and T,
did not have any disciplinary interactions with LpE
students.

OnIy one teacher, teacher Z, clid not have
any disciplinaïy ínteractions with non-LpE students.
Five teachers, 1, 2, 4, B, and 10, díd not use
miscellaneous interactions with LPE students, while

4

teachers, 2, 3, 6, and 7, did not use miscefl-aneous
i-nteractions with non-LPE students.
Looking at the interactions

from an overvíew of

functional types, eight of the ten teachers used allfive types of interactions in the classroom. Teacher 6
used aII types except managerial lesson.

only used the instructional

Teacher

z

and managerial cl_ass

interactions.
ïn order to determine whether the differences in
the mean frequencies of teacher interactions on the
various functional types in favor of the non-LpE
students were significant, paired t-tests r^iere
calcurated.

No significant

differences v¡ere found at

p=s .05 in the number of interacti-ons teachers had with
LPE students and non-LPE students on any of the five
functional types of interaction.
eras

not rejected.

The nuII hypothesis

There were no differences in the

functional types of teachers interactions
LPE and non-LPE students.

with their
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rn order to answer the third question a third nurl
hypothesis was formulated and the data analyzed.
Hypothesis Three
There is no difference in the frequency of
brief and extended interactions that teachers
use with LPE students and non-LPE students.
Each directed interaction coded LpE or non-LpE was
arso coded according to whether it was brief (one turn
per person) or extended (two or molfe turns per person)
The number of interactions per student per 50 minutes
was then calculated for each teacher. TaþIe b
summarizes the brief and extended interactions with LpE
-

and non-LPE students.

Overall non-LPE students received more brief
ínteractions than LPE students by a small_ margin of
3.99 to 3.24 interactions per student per S0 mj_nutes,
whíle LPE students received more extended interactions
than non-LPE students, with 1.26 to 0.gr ínteractions
per student per 50 minutes. Teacher 3 díd not have any
extended ínteractions with LPE students while teachers
4 and 10 onry had limited extended interactions with
LPE students at 0.33 and 0.23 interactions
respectively. Teacher 10 arso had the least extended
interactions with non-LPE students of all the teachers,
at 0.17 Ínteractions per student per b0 minutes.
T-tests were done on the mean frequencies of brief and
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extended interactions

with LPE and non-LPE students in

order to determine whether the differences were
significant.

There was no significant

p=.05 in the mean number of brief
LPE and non-LPE

significant

interactions

stud.ents. Likewise, there

with

r^ras no

difference at p--05 in the number of

extended interactions

with LPE and non-LPE students.

The nulJ- hypothesis was not rejected.

significant

difference at

There is

no

difference in the number of teachers' brief

and extended'interactions

with LPE and non-LPE

students.

Additional Comparisions
The total

interactions

number of directed and nondirected

of the ten teachers with their students

1"= looked at. Tab1e 6 summarizes the resultsOveraII the teachers had more directed than
nondirected interactíons

with their

students (a mean of

LOZ.L directed compared to a mean of 65.6 non-directed

i-nteractions per class session).
more nondirected interactions,

dif f erence of

Only teacher 10 had

but this was only by

a

o.ne.

The number of "T-units"

used by the teachers, the

LPE students and the non-LPE students ç+as looked at to

obtain an idea of the amount of actual talk that went
on in the classroom. The raw data of teacher talk and
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student talk in the classroom is available in the
Appendix G.
TABLE

8

NUMBER OF DIRECTED AND NONDIRECTED INTERACTIONS

Teacher

Directed

Nondirected

166

B5

57

51

J

49

26

4

158

BB

5

1¡>O
L6L

B3

b

65

¿ð

7

I23

.70

B

77

e,

46

o

94

63

10

111

712

702L

656

1

Total
Mean

taz.t

65.

6

AII the teachers talked molle than their students.
The raw data of the teacher taj_k and student talk,
shows that the group of ten teachers used T,O7T
T-units, while their students used only Z,ZOO T-units.
Teachers talked over three times as much as their
students.

Table 7 shows the number of "T-units" per peïson

per 50 minutes. Teachers 3 and 6 tarked much ress than
the rest of the teachers with zsz.T3 and 254. b5 T-units

Ãe

respectively for 50 minutes.

The next lowest

was

teacher 1 at 562-73 T-units per 5û mínutes, nìore than
double the number of T-units used by teachers 3 and 6.
Teachers 4 and 10 talked more than the other teachers

using 1181 and 1111. 82 T-units respectively per
minutes3 and

S0

They talked over 4 times as much as Teachers

6.

The average number of "T-units"

per studerrt

lower for non-LPE students than LPE students
compared to 12.15) -

In cl-assrooms 5,

(

was

10. 12

, and B, the
students used approximately twice as many "T-units"
the average numberA t-test

7

LpE

as

was done on the mean number of "T-units"

for LPE and non-LPE students.

A t-value of -1.118 was
obtained, which is not signif j_cant at p-.05.
There

was no significant

difference in the number of

"T-units" used by LPE and non-LPE students- Tab1e I
shows the T-units per person per S0 minutes

Ê.

TABLE 7.
TOTAL

teacher

T-

UN]TS

students

t.

DO¿. I J

22.79

L.

7LL

24 .69

.,1 .

252.7

4Ê

3

1181

B.8B

17.

62.7

3

3

42.42

h

254.55

5. B0

7.

783. 33

42 .65

B.

616

33. 96

o

568.

7

1B

t9 .25

10.

1111 . 82

8.41

Sum

6804. 07

226.48

Mean

680.41

22.65

tl
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TABLE

T-UN]TS
non-LPE

B

PER 50 M]NUTES

PER PERSON

LPE

1.

11.59

77 .2

2.

17. 19

7.5

J-

3.72

ï.
)l

7.3

iJ-

E

74-24

28.18

6.

2. t6

3. 64

7.

17.65

9q

8.

11.96

2'

ô

10_84

10.

5.15

c. /b
10

B_41
J.4t

Sum

701.2

725 .7

Mean

10.1

L2.5

DF9

t -1. 118
p .05

NS

NS
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Chapter Five
Summary, Discussion, and Further Re_search

The general question of this study was what aïe
some

of the characteristics

of LPE (Limited P::oficiency

in English) student education in Manitoba in the
regular classroom, specifically in the regul-ar content
crassroom? The specific question investigated was the
language interactions that exíst in the regular content
classrooms with LPE and non*LPE (native speakers of

English) students at the elementary grade level_s in
Manitoba schools
The subjects were ten classroom teachers and their

students ín three schools in a Winnipeg school d.ivison.
There r.rere three third grade teachers, f ive f ourth
grade teachers, two second,/third grade combined

teachers, and one third/fourth

grade combined teacher.

All had cl-assroom populations consÍsting of LpE
non-LPE students.

and

Three hypotheses focused on teacher interaction

with LPE and non-LPE students.
The first

hypothesis examined the frequency with

which teachers interacted with LPE and non-LpE
students.

Each directed interaction

was coded as

either LPE or non-LPE. The mean number of interaciions
per student was calculated for each teacher for a fifty
minute class period.

A paired t-test

was carried out
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on the mean frequency of directed. interactions with
and non-LPE students.

LpE

The second hypothesis examined the functional

types of directed interactions that teachers used with
LPE and non-LPE students. The directed interactions
were coded as to whether they were instructional,
managerial lesson, managerial cl_ass, disciplinary, or
miscerraneous in the two categories of students, LpB or
non-LPB. The number of interactions per student per

fifty

minutes was then calcul-ated. for each teacher.
pai-red t-test compared the mean frequency of these

various interaction types with LpE and with

A

non-LpE

students.
The third hypothesÍs examined the ]ength of

directed interactions that teachers used with LpE and
non-LPE students. Each directed interaction was coded
according to whether it was brief (one turn per
speaker) or extended (two or more turns per speaker).
The nunber of interactions per student per s0 minutes
was calculated for each teacher. T-tests were done on
the mean frequency of brief interactions with LpE and
with non-LPE students and of extended interacti-ons with
LPE and with non-LPE students.
ït was also felt that the directed interactions
did not give a complete picture of the amount of tal_k
by the different participants in the classroom.

5B

Therefore, additional

comparisions looked at the

directed and nondirected interactiorrs,

the T-units used

by the teachers and the students, the T-units used by
LPE and non-LPE

students.

f

t was f el-t that all the

Ianguage in the classroom would be important to look

ât, not just the directed ínteractions.
Summary

of Findings

Hypothesis

One:

The average non-LPE student was interacted with

the average tPE student. The average non-LPE
student received 4.85 interactions per 50 minutes,
while.the average LPE student received 4.4L
interactions per 50 minutes. However, these
differences were not signifícant at p= .05 level.
more than

Hypothesís

Two:

The teachers differed in the number of

interactions they had with LPE and non-LPE students on
the five different functional types of interactions.
fnteractions with non-LPE students are consistently
higher than interactions with LPE students ín all
functions other than miscel-Ianeou.s. However, none of
these differences are sígnificant at the p= .05 l-evel.
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Hypothesis Three:
Non-LPE students received rnore

brief írrteractions

than did LPE students. LPE students received

more

extended interactions than did non-LPE students.
However, these differences were not signifÍcant at p-

.05 level.

Additional Comparisions
1. The group of ten teachers had more directed
ínteractions (102. 1) than nondirected interactions
-( 65. 6 ) with their students
2. All the teachers used more T-units than their
students. On the average, they talked more than three
times as much as their students.
3. Non-LPE students fewer more T-units than did
tPE students. The average number of T-units for
non-LPE students was tO.t2, and the average number of
T-units for LPE students was 12.57. However, there
was no significant difference in the mean number of
T-units used by LPE and non-LPE students at p- .05
level.
DISCUSSION

The results from this study showed that while

there are individual differences amongst teachers, ofi
average there were no significant differences in the
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way teachers interacted with LPE and non-LpE students.
The differences between individual teachers may be

a

result of the differences in teachers styles of
teaching. Some of the teachers, 3 and 6, had the
students sitting at tables in groups of 4, while other
teachers, 1, 2, 4, 10, had the students sitting in
rows. This difference in seating arrangement could
have affected the interactions that happened in the
crassroom. some of the teachers had different "noise"
tolerance Ievels. Some, teachers 4, and 10, insisted
that the room be very quiet, while others, tegchers 3,
6, 7, were more accepting of the students talking
together or at the same time, teachers 3, 6, T.
The results from the present study of teacher
interaction with non-LPE students and LPE students in
regular content classrooms showed that there was no
significant difference in the amount of interaction in
terms of direction, functionaL type, or length. These
results do not concur with those of Schinke-L1ano, s
study (1983). In her study she found that non-LpE
students received more direct interactions than did LpE
students. she also found that there was a differen.ce
in the functional type of interaction that the two
groups of str¡dents received. Non-LPE studen-r,s received
more instructional interactions than LPE students,
while LPE students received moïe managerial-
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instructions than non-LPE students. Although she did
not find a statistical difference in the length of
directed interactions witk¡. non-LPE students and LPE
students, she saw a trend developing to support the
possibility of a difference in the length of
interactions.
One possible explanation for the difference in the
findings of the two studies could be the difference in
the educational program in the United States (ín the
Chicago area) and in Manitoba (in l^linnipeg). The
American bilingual program saw the tPE students in the
Spanish classroom for a portion of the morning and
afternoon. In the Winnipeg school divison, the tPE
students were considered to be a part of the regular
cLassroom and were pulIed out for ESL instructíon for
part of the day. ft .is possible that the regular
classroom teaehers in Winnipeg preceived the LPE
students as an integral part of the classsroom, while
their American counterparts may not have viewed their
LPE students in the same manner. They may have viewed
them as belonging to their Spanish class rather than to
the English class.
The LPE students in the Winnipeg sítuation

came

from a variety of different language backgrounds so

that English was the

co¡nmon l-anguage

The American LPE students had

a

of communication.

common language,

o¿

Spanish, so they coul-d communicate to each other
without the use of English.
Another possíble explarration of the difference ín
findings may be the difference in grade levels in each
study.

The llinnipeg study looked at Grades 2 to 4; the

American study looked at Grades 5 and 6.

It Ís

possÍble that students in the higher grades respond
differently

in class with their teachers; it is

possible that the nature of the classroonl situation
changes ín the higher grades in such a r^ray that
interactic¡n becomes more limited.
students may feel more inhibited

The ol_der

LPE

about speaking out in

class than younger LPE students do.
A comparision of the results from the
Schinke-LLano study and the Roth study are in Table 9.

In Schinke-L1ano's study the mean number of
interactions
interactions,
interactions.

per sixty minutes for LPE students was 2.5
and for non-LPE students was 4.6
The Manitoba study showed that both

and non-LPE sttidents had more interactions

Schinke-Ll-ano's students.
4.94 interactions

LPE

than

The tPE students received

per student per sixty minutes, almost

twj-ce as many as the tPE students received in

Schinke-Llano's study.
5.95 interactíons

The non-LPE students recej-ved

per student per 60 mínutes,

agaín is hisher than Schike-Llano's students.

whj-ch

The

LPE

nô

OJ

students in the Manitoba study had more interactions
than even the non-LPE students in Schinke-Ll_ano,s
study.
TABLE

9

Comparison of Mean Directed fnteractions

per Student

per Sixty Minutes Across Two Studies.
nLPE

LPE

Total

Schinke-LLano

4.6

2.5

4.4

Roth

5. 95

4.94

Ð /b

A third possibility

the teacher expectatíons
of the students. The LPE students in the American
study had been assessed concerning their language
fluency the year previous to when the study took p1ace.
It is possible that the teachers had i-naccurate ideas
about the fluency levels of their LPE students and as a
resul-t were not interacting with them as often because
it was fert tLrat the LPE students wourd not understand
the materíal. The Winnipeg teachers felt that many of
their students shoul-d have been classified as LpE
students but were not. They f-eLt that more language
development was needed for many of the students in
their classrooms LPE and non-LPE alike. It is
may be
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possible that these teachers interacted more uniformly
with their students as a group, rather than thinking of
them in categories of LPE and non-LPE students.
Second language acquisition

students receive l-arge quantities

theory recommends that
of comprehensible

input on topics that are relevant to them (Krashen,
1982). The LPE students in Manitoba appear to

be

receiving relevant ínput because they take cLasses in
the content subjects. The language used in t,hese
classes is related to the topic currentl_y under study.
But how much of this material is comprehensible is
unknown at this point. The teachers did not seem to
systematically use Iinguistic

simplification,

pedogogical aids such as pictures and reallia,
affective

sensitivity

or

to students' knowl_edge, needs,

and experience.

Although the Manitoba teachers encouraged
interaction

more

than the Chicago teachers, their classes

were far from being interactive,

evidenced by the three

tj-mes as much teacher talk compared to student talk

(Appendix G) Some of the teachers used extremel-y hieh
numbers of T-units.

Teachey 4 used 1181 T-units in

fifty

minutes while the tPE students used 30, and the
non-LPE students used L54 T-units.
Teacher l_0 used
1223 T-units in fifty-five

minutes wh1le the

t,pE

students used 15 and the non-LPE students used

119
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T-units. One possible reason for these two teachers
usi-ng exceptionally high T-units in comparision with
other teachers may have been their style of teaching.
Both of these teachers maintained strict control of the
classroom. The students were allowed to talk only when
the teacher indicated that they cou1d. Most of the
talk that the students did was in reply to questions
formulated by the teacher. These teachers also had one
correct answer in mind that they wanted the students to
give to their questi.ons. While these teachers were
talking the. students were quietly sÍtting in their
desks. There was a large amount of input but it is not
known how much of what the teachers said r^ras
comprehensíble to the students, both LPE and non-LPE.
Moreover, the large amount of talking done by the
teacher did not encourage the students to initiate
interactions as seen by the small number of T-units
used by the students.
Is interaction important for the ímprovement of a
students' Ianguage? This has been studied at the adult
ESL level by Seliger (L977 ) . Students were divided
into two categories on the basis of their interaction
initiating behavior- Students who initiated
interactions, and thereby received input were called
high input generators (HIG's). Those students who did
Iittle to initi-ate more interactions grere cal-led Iow
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input generators (LIG's). The interactions could be
with either the teacher or other students, but in the
target larr.guage. Seliger found that HfG's developed
language competence faster and better than did LIG's
who did not receive as much focused interaction.
Seliger's study supports the Second language
theories suggesting that students need large quantities
of comprehensible input, and that language develops
faster and better when it is used in an interactive
approach (Se1iger, 1977). This suggests that the LPE
students in Manitoba need more practice interacting
with others, rather than the current practice of the
teacher doing most of the talking and ínitiating the
interactions
The large amount of talk that the teachers do in
comparision to the amount of talk the students do
suggests that the teachers do not practice Rowe's idea
of wait-time. He found that by waiting a short period
of time for the students to answer a question before
repeating the question or moving on to another student,
the students improved in the number of their responses
and the quality of their responses (Rowe, 1974). ft. is
possible that if the teachers in this study had
waited, they might have had more responses and longer
responses. It is also possible that other students who
usually do not answer questions may have begun to

^o
f)l

respond. This only works in cl-asses where teachers are
willing to accept responses froin the cl-ass as a whole,
rather than controlling who can answer. In this study
there r{ere 7027 directed interactions, compared to 656
nondirected interactions.
Of the ten teachers invol-ved in the Manitoba
study, only four of them had gone to an ESL workshop or
taken an ESL course. Tt is possible that the majority
of the teachers were unaware of how they could help
their LPE students because they were unfamiliar with
current second language theory and practice. A study
by Margaret Early (1986) suggests that there is a
difference in the educational practices of ESL and
regular teachers. ESt teachers were found to employ
d.ifferent frequencies of questions, statements, and
ímperatíves, and to employ more comprehension checks,
more self-repetitions, more other-repetitions, and more
expansions than regular teachers in the area of
cor¡versational interaction with non-native speakers
(NNS) and native speakers (NS). There was also a
difference in the linguistic input to NNS than the
linguistic input to NS. Teachers employed shorter,
syntactically less complex utterances to NNS students
!L--

l,,IIrlI.t

!^

t()

Àfô

I\Ð

-!--J^-!btLt(-l'gll

1,5-

It would appear that teachers who have tPE
students in their regular classrooms need to modify
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their teacher talk in a manner similar to that of an
ESL teacher in order to help their LPE students
comprehend the material being studied. This adjustment
of teacher-talk may be as important for many other
students who are not designated as LPE students. AII
the teachers in this study expressed a concern that
many of their non-LPE students did not understand the
material, or that they were sl-ow in their language
development. Many teachers f el-t t,hat more of their
stuclents needed to receíve the extra help that the tPE
students were receíving. It is possible _that these
cl-assrooms would benefit from regular cl-assroom
teachers who had expertise in teaching English as a
Second language and in language development theory and
practice.
Further Research
Much more research

into the area of

second

language learning at the K-LZ grade l-eve1s in the
Manitoba context needs to be done. Studies in the past
have focused on either adul-t ESL students or the
segregated ESL cl-assroom (Chaudron, 1978, 1979; Gaies,

L977; Hatch et âL, L975; Henzl, t974, !975, 1979; Long
and Sato, 1981; Stey-art, 7977; Trager, 1978). While

the information gaíned from these studies is
interesting and relevant, studj-es into the regular
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classroom with LPE students need to be done as these
classrooms appear to be the norm in most school

divisions in Manitoba.
The present

interaction study has led to the
formulation of several questions concerning LPE student
education. The students in this study, both LPE and
non-LPE, received large amounts of input from the
teacher. Exactly how much of this input was
comprehensible to the stt:-dents? A, means of measuri_ng
conrprehensibility by the students needs to be devised
to rate the input given by the teacher to the students.
Another question that should be studied is: Does
interaction lead to achievement, both for LPE and
non-LPE students? If it does, how much interaction is
necessary? Seliger's study wíth adult ESL students
showed that those who initiated interactions developed
language fluency better and faster than those who did
not initlate i-nteractions. Rivers aLso advocates the
interactive approach to languge learning in order to
facilitate language fluency. This idea needs to be
tested on LPE students at aII age levels, and possíble
minimum amounts of interaction need to be determined.
AIso the types of interaction sítuations need to be
studied, ê. €. teaeher-student, s-r,udeïr-t -s-uude-rr-u, small
group, large giroup, simulation (role-pÌaying).
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Another area that needs to be studied is teacher

training.
Do-teachers who äre aware of ESL theory ancl
practice help their students learn language faster and
better? There are many LPE students in regular
classrooms with teachers who have little or no
experience in dealing with students whose knowledge of
English is Iímited. Would ESL couïses or workshops
make these teachers better for LPE student education,
or is it the personality and educational instincts of
the teacher that makes the better teacher?
Further research studíes into all areas of LpE
student education, the school situation, the classroom
environment, the community, and the home need to be
undertaken in order to obtain a complete picture of tPE
student education.
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Appendix A
Letter to Parents
Dear

(

teacher

)

I am undertaking a study of classroom language. I am
concentrating on multicultural classrooms with
students of various language backgrounds at the gracles
three and four leve1s in the c<.¡ntent classroom (eg.
Math, Science, Health, Art, Social Studies). This
study will be part of an M.Ed. thesis with the
Urriversity of ManítobaThe study will require one hour of class time with
twelve differerrt teachers. The classes will be
observed by the researcher and audio-taped for further
analysis. The analysis wíIl concentrate on the verbal
exchanges between the teachers and students. while the
classes are being observed, the researcher will make
notes concerning the classroom language- students will
not be tested in any r^ray; they will simply participate
in class as they normally do. The only information
required about the pupils wíII be whether they are LpE
or non-LPE students. The LPE students will be
identified by the teacher and/or principal in
accordance with the Manitoba Education definition of
LPE students.

All information gathered will be confidential.
No
be identified so that anonymity
is ensured. A synopsis of the results in general will
be provided to the participating teachers after the
study is completednames, or schools wíIl

Please indicate yoltr consent by your signature
Thank you.

Yours truly,

Kathleen Roth
Telephone: 475-0890
Professor P. Mathews (supervisor)
EERMISSToN FgRU

Classroom Language in Grades Three and Four
(

Date

Signature

)

bel_ow.

7B

Appendix B
Letter to Teachers

Dear

(parents

)

I am unde'rtaking a study of classroom language _ I am
looking at murticul,tural cl-assrooms at the grades three
and four levels which have students of various language

backgrounds.

This study will be part of an M.Ed. thesis with the
Uni-versity of Manitoba.
The researcher will observe ancl tape one class period..
The class wil-I be a normal cÌassroom situation.
The
students will not be tested in any way.

AII information gathered will be confidential.
No
names or schools wíll be identified
so that anonymity
is ensured.
Please indicate your consent by your signature

be1ow.

Thank you.

Yours truly,

Kathleen Roth
Telephone: 475-0890
Professor P. Mathews (supervisor)

PERMISSTON gORM

Classroom Language in Grades Three and Four
Name

of Child:

check one:
participa-r,e.
Date

I do consent to let my child participate.
f do not consent to let my child
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APPENDIX C.
RAW DATA OF TEACHER INTERACTIONS

BO

Teacher 1

(55 minutes)

Teacher/Student Interactions

Directed

Nondirected

brief
fnstructional

extended

brief

LPE

12

NonLlE_

97 ___LZ_____37

Managerial lesson

LPE_____

extended

___4

0

15_

0

Managerial cl-ass
TPEOO
NonLPE

27___0 _ .-__11

Discipl-inary
LPE

NonLPE _

Miscellaneous
LPE

0

220
0 __0

NonLPE
4
__9
Total directed nLPE !47
Total directed LPE 19

10

__

3

B1

Teacher 2:

Teacher/Student Interactions (50 minutes)

Directed

Non-Directed

brief

extended

brief extended

Instructional
LPE

NonLPE
Managerial lesson
LPE

NonLPE

28

13

22

0________a____
_a

0________q

___

Managerial class
LPE

/,

NonLPE

605

0

Disciplinary
LPE

19

0

0

NonLPE

MiscelÌaneous
LPE

NonL!$__004__O
Total directed nLPE
Total directed LPE

47
10

82

Teacher 3:

TeacTter/Student Interactions

Directed

(55 mínutes)

Non-Directed

brief

extended

brief

extended

lnstructional
LPE

253

NonLPE

Managerial lesson

NqsLBE--- --23 _________!q_______e

--Managerial class

J

LPE

05

NonLPE

Disciplínary
LPE

0

NonLPE

4

00

Miscellaneous

LPE
NônLPE

1

0

Total directed nLPE
Total directed LPE

48
1

0

OJ

Teacher 4:

Teacher/Student Interactions (50 minutes)

Directed

Non-Directed

brief
fnstructional
LPE

NonLPE

extended

10
65

brief

extended

0

10

60

11

Managerial lesson
LPB2O
NonLPE

11

t2

16

3

40

Managerial class

LPE51

NonLPE

Dísciplinary
LPE

NonLPE

Miscellaneous
tPE

11

40
10

0

20

00

90
Total directed nLPE
Total directed LPE
NonLPE

0

136
22

0

QA
UI

Teacher 5:

Directed

Teacrter/student rnteractions (ss mirrutes)
Non-Directed

brief

extended

brief

extended

lnstructional
LPE11
NonLPE

Managerial lesson

26

LPE

03

NonLPE

10

18

11

28

63

Managerial class
tPE

NonLPE

224100

DiscipLinary
LPE

NonLPE

00

270

Miscellaneous

LPElO
NonLPE
1
Total directed nLPE 113
Total directed LPE I

0

27

B5

Teacher 6:

Teacher,/Student fnteractions

Directed

(45 minutes

Non-Directcd

brief

Instructional
LPE

NonLPE

extended

33
31

20

brief

16

Managerial l-esson

LPE00
NonLPE0Ot0

Managerial class

LPEOO

NonLPE

31

40

Disciplinary
LPEOO
NonLPB

30

00

00

00

Miscellaneous

LPElO

NonLPE

)

Total directed nLPE
Total directed LPE

58
T

extencted

2

oo

Teacher 7:

Teacher/student rnteractions ( 55 minutes

Directed

Non-Directed

brief
f

extended

brief

extended

rrstructional
LPB

NonLPB

73

23

33

18

1

13

3

Marragerial l-esson
LPE

Manageríal- class
LPE

NonLPE

Disciplirrary
LPE

NonlPE

11

Miscellaneous
LPE

NonLPE0010
Total directed nLPE tL4
Total directed tPE
I

03

)

u1

Teacher B:

Teacher/student rnteractions ( so minutes )

Directed

Non-Directed

brief

extended

brief

extended

Instructional
LPE

NonLPE

93

28

26

13

Manageri-al lesson
tPE

NonLPE

00

10

Managerial class
tPE

NonLPE

19

40

2

Disciplinary
tPE
NonLPE

10

1

Miscellaneous
tPE

NonLPE4tO0
Total directed nLPE
Total- directed LPE

168
B

3

0

Õ'J

Teacher 9:

Teacher,/Student fnteractions (SS minutes)

Directed

Non-Directed

brief
fnstructional
LPE

NonLPE

Managerial l-esson
LPE

NonLPE

Managerial class
LPE

NonLPE

extended brief

62
93

extendecl

16

6B
16

5

L49

2

90

40

13

Disciplinary
LPE4O
NonLPE

122

Miscellaneous

LPElO
NonLPE1011
Total directed nLPE
Total directed tPE

63
31

40

I

B9

Teacher l-0: Teacher/Student Interactions

Directed

(55 minutes)

Non-Directed

brief

extended

56

4

79

l0

0

9^

brief

extended

Instructional
LPE

NonLPE

10

Managerial lesson
LPB

NonLPE

Managerial class
LPEOO
NonLPE

40

50

Disciplinary
LPE2O
NonLPE

270

16

Miscellaneous
LPEOO

NonLPE1010
Total directed nLPE
Total directed LPE

103

I

0
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D

^nñ^¡dix
anci coding
- TrariscrT;i;:"
t
;-nD^
teacher: , f ow. fe åiË' b"ing to be rooking at decimal-s.
we have beerr l.ooking at. who can tell me what the
i=t number ot' tiris side of trre decimar prace is.i

str-rdent: one.
student: one.
teacher: once? orre?
student:

ones

.

.rrres.

teacher: Next

nurnber?

student: tens
- -$oñ it o L?l
n
teacher : tens .' diìi'*"" , .L.rn¿ l ike somebod,y , s in
',,
What is, Niclc?
, f-)
student,¿'Hrño?ua=.

.

teacher: Hundreds.
stuclent: f Unow .,/
.f- I
teacher ,/ ntrts.
stuclent: thousands

teacher: Thousands.r/
i Å,.r
J\,/
..-l
student: ¡/ -1 LjEnow
tlle
next
I

teacher: Shh, OIi l.larr,:v'
^>l cl
Jstudent: 10 thousands.

'

one

!

I

teacher: 10 thousands, onte:r{ldt
student: 100 thousands.
teacher:

1-OO

thousarids .,"

hay

.
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Table

1

Teacher/Student f nteractions
brief

Instructional
LPE

Nondirected
extended

brief

extended

I

I
I

LBE______

Non

Directed

¡

L!_l

Managerial Lesson

I

-L_____
I

I

LPE
NqqLBE
I

Managerial CIas=
LPE

I

i

'

ri

Dísciplinary

I

i
I

I

i

ì

Miscellaneous I

rPE_

SonLPE_

I

_i

__ |

__i
i

oo

APPendix E
r ^!!
rJerrer
to ESL Consul_tant/Adrnirristrator

TO: ESL Consultant/Administrator

r am currently working on my master,s thesis in the
area of English as a second Language. As part of the
Review of the Literature,

the ESL policies

r am going to be rooking at
and. programs that are in prace or have

been in place in Manitoba.

rf your school division has an ESL poricy, would yolr
please send me any materiars that you have concerning
tlrese ESL poricies and programs both past and. present?
r have enclosed a stamped seÌf-addressed envelope for
your convenience.
Thank you for your co-operation.

Sincerely,
Kathleen Roth
204 Riverside Drive
Thompson, Manitoba

October 1, I?BT
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APPENDIX F.

Directi-on of Interactiorr
interactions per student per
50 ininutes )

(Number of dírecí / índirect

Teacher

non-directed

non-LPE

LPE

directed

non-LPE

LPE

1

.1. .Jt)

6.74

,

5.81

?

2

.94

2.50

0.98

2.70

0 .92

4

J.b/

6.48

7.33

5

3

.23

3.75

b

1.48

4.03

3. 89

7

3. 78

5. 59

J.ID

B

t .92

7. 30

8.00

J-J/

4

.04

6

4

.09

r.b/

â

I
10
Sum

Mean

4

ÃÃ

.77

.07

5

.46

28 .95

48 .54

44.08

2. 89

4, 85

4.47

O/1

Appendix

G.

RAW DATA: TEACHER TALKISTUDBNT TALK
TEACHER

1( 55m)

3(

55m)

4

5(55m)

7

(45)

I
9(55rn)
10 ( 55m)

T-tal-k
619
7LL
278
1181
839
2BO
705
616
625
L223

nLPE
255
275
72
154
282
38
270
275
155
119

LPE
37
30
19
30
62
B
45
22
37
15

Total Student
292
3Os
91

184

344
46

315
297

792
t-

34

